ErgoFit's Comfort Zone™
Office Ergonomics Software

With limited internal ergonomic resources, employees may not be getting assistance or training in a timely, consistent fashion. We can help!

MANAGE

- Easily manage vast amounts of data to quickly identify highest-priority enterprise wide and individual issues that may be impeding worker and organizational performance via the dashboard.
- One location for case management to streamline stakeholder efforts.
- Scalable not only in users, but also across the globe in multiple languages, from any computer anywhere.
- Robust role-based security and data access.
- Easy-to-use software.

STANDARDIZE

- Standardized enterprise-wide training, assessment, reporting, & purchasing.

CUSTOMIZE

- Integrated, customizable training, assessment, & purchasing guidelines.
- You do it, or we do it depending on your internal resources
- Customizable action / escalation-thresholds.

SUPPORT

- You choose the level of support you need from us, depending on your available internal resources.
All this from your desk!

EDUCATE

• Upon completion of the short survey, employees are instantly presented with printable situation-specific training for immediate improvement.
• Issue-specific short suggestions, reminders, or videos can be sent to employees through preformatted emails from within the software.
• Immediate response lets your “customers” know you are actively involved with their concerns, which keeps them happy, comfortable, and productive!

ASSESS

• Concise summary reports to help identify risk and prioritize intervention.
• Mitigate risk of and prevent workplace injuries with expert assessment and case management.
• Be proactive! Spot discomfort and take corrective actions before it becomes an injury!

PLAN / IMPROVE

• Armed with detailed information, prioritize resources where they’re needed most.
• Measure the gap between current risk levels & performance and future potential.

JUSTIFY

• Reliable ROI information based on your company costs.
• Measure the benefits of any implemented initiative (training, furniture, processes, etc.).
• Rapidly see how program or individual changes are affecting employee productivity.
• Gain sustainable cost reductions, increase productivity, and increase your bottom line.

Contact ErgoFit Consulting

• For a free demonstration of Comfort Zone.
• For office, laboratory, & industrial ergonomic evaluations.
• For warm up & stretching programs.
• For ergonomic design and purchasing consultation for office, lab, & manufacturing facilities and processes.

ErgoFit Consulting, Inc.
206-938-3294
ErgoGirl@ErgoFitConsulting.com
www.ErgoFitConsulting.com